C ULINARY
Category
Attendance

Classroom

Uniform

Hygeine

Production in
culinary lab

PARTICIPATION

RUBRIC
D

A

B

C

Arrives to class on time

Arrives to class on time

Rarely asks to leave
No unexcused absences

Occasionally asks to leave
No unexcused absences

2 tardy equals one absence; leaves 2 tardy equals one absence and 3 or more absences
class 5-10 minutes at a time
or leaves class 10-15 minutes at
aLeaves
time without asking
Leaves without asking
Leaves without asking
Has 2 or less unexcused absences Has 3 + unexcused absences
3+ unexcused absences

Interactive, reading,
notetaking, listening has book
and knives
Clean full uniform per syllabus,
worn at all times

Interactive, reading, notetaking,
listening has book and knives

Interactive, not taking notes book Not interactive, no book or
and knives inconsistant.
knives, not taking notes.

Completes assigned tasks

Completes only assigned tasks

Washes hands when needed
keeps nails trimmed. Hair
under hat without being told
Productive throughout the
entire class

Not interactive, no book or knives,
not taking notes. No work made up
from absence
Clean full uniform per syllabus, worn Uniform unclean or wrinkled,
1/2 uniform, -no uniform, or
1/2 uniform, -no uniform, or
3/4 of the time
worn 3/4 of the time.
uniform other than the one in
uniform other than the one in
syllabus
syllabus
Washes hands when needed keeps Washes hands infrequently.
Does not wash hands and when Consistently Poor Hygeine In and
nails trimmed. Hair under hat.
Frequently needs to be told about told about hygeine doesn't
out of Kitchen.
Occasionally has to be told
hygeine, nails, hair, etc.
improve by next class visit.

Goes beyond expectations for Requests next assignment and keeps Works with the help of others.
assigned tasks
busy
Works in harmony with
classmates, assisting others

Attitude

Works well independently, with
minimal assistance

Reads and or listens to
directions, follows through on
assigned tasks
Organized
Relatively Organized
Has and maintains a very
Maintains a positive attitude and is
positive attitude
kind to others

Consistantly maintains
personal responsibility and
integrity
Practices excellent sanitation
and safety. Cleans as they go .
Sanitation and Jumps into cleaning kitchen at
end of class.
cleaning

Program Director: Pierre Pilloud
Instructor: Kenneth P. Bourgoin

F

Disruptive; rarely or doesn't
complete assigned tasks.
Needs frequent reminding to stay
on task

Needs to be reminded every now
and then to stay on task

Frequently Disorganized
Disorganized
Positive attitude; tolerates others. Negative attitude, disrespectful
of others, disruptive

May need an occasional reminder of Is reluctant to take personal
responsibility or integrity
responsibility; lacks integrity and
pride in work
Practices excellent sanitation and
Needs to be reminded of
safety. Cleans as they go . Jumps into sanitation and safety. Reluctant to
cleaning kitchen at end of class.
help in all areas of cleaning the
Sometimes distracted.
kitchen. Complains about cleaning

407-582-1880
407-582-1915

Completes only part of assigned
tasks;takes little personal
responsibility
Needs frequent reminding to
stay on task

Frequently needs to be
reminded of sanitation and
safety. Is not motivated to clean
up after themselves or others.
Disappears during end of class
clean up

Culinary Management Program
Baking and Pastry Management Program

Disorganized/sloppy
Takes no personal responsibility
and lacks integrity and pride in
work

Frequently needs to be reminded
in every class of sanitation and
safety. Is not motivated to clean
up after themselves or others.
Disappears during end of class
clean up.
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